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NIV Compact Bibles. Compact â€¢ Pocket â€¢ Personal Size â€¢ Thinline. NIV Thinline Bible Large Print Burgundy,
Bonded Leather. Zondervan / / Bonded Leather.

This diety created two imperfect beings and set temptation directly in front of them and when they disobeyed
him, he was angry and told them to go make more of themselves. When they did, he got angry with how
disobedient they were and wiped them all out through extremely elaborate, ineffective means on more than
one occasion Nobody even knows who wrote the books of the Old Testament or exactly when they were
written but they take them as absolute, inerrant fact passed down from the mouth of god himself. The Gospels
of the New Testament are nothing more than an illustration of a diety playing the part of a neglectful, absentee
parent who, again through extremely elaborate and ineffective means, attempted to "get back in touch" with
his creations using a middle-man. The letters from Paul that comprise pretty much the remainder of the New
Testament are nothing more than the narrative of a mass-murderer who never even met the man over whom he
spent so much time raving. Have the prophecies in Revelation come to pass? Nobody knows, because
everybody has interpreted them a different way. Oh sure, I could write something cryptic on a piece of paper
about two women being pregnant with the same baby and eventually something would happen where I could
twist my words just enough to prove my statement. If you want a basis for belief, just look around you and
think for yourself. It is a holy bible. You have to respect it. Got it" Hello idiot. It is a book. Got it Ajith
Kuruvila wrote: He is a troll. I took an "Experiencing God" class while in high school. I applied for admission
to Liberty University and planned on being a music minister. I wrote this review a long time ago and would
probably write it a little bit differently today, but the conclusion stands. Everyone who is Christian or wants to
learn more about Christianity I got my first Bible in and have been reading the Bible nearly daily since then. I
have at least six Bibles. God has such a great sense of humor. Whatever page I turn to, there is a message of
what I need that day. I was born three months premature and the doctors did not expect me to live. Prayer
made the difference. I cannot get through a day without prayer; I do not know how anyone does. The Bible
helps me through the worst times in I got my first Bible in and have been reading the Bible nearly daily since
then. The Bible helps me through the worst times in my life. I highly recommend it to anyone who is
Christian. I highly recommend the Torah or the Koran to anyone who professes to be one of the other major
religions in the world. By reading the Bible, one gains peace. If we as individuals are peace filled, we might
bring peace to others in our world and peace to our world.
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NIV Compact Thinline Bible [Zondervan] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Designed
to slip easily into a coat pocket, briefcase, purse or book bag, the NIV Pocket-Size Bible is available in several binding
styles to meet your needs.
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thinline compact thin line slim slimline small. Thinline Compact Bibles. NIV Compact Thinline Bible, Bloom Collection.

4: Niv Thinline Compact - Anchor Distributors
Compact. Portable. The NIV Compact Thinline Bible is the perfect Bible for your on-the-go lifestyle. Designed with you in
mind, the convenient size allows you to carry it in just about anything: your gym bag, your glove box, your backpack, or
your laptop case. The NIV Compact Thinline Bible is the ideal way to keep God's Word at your side.
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With a new, easy-to-read typeface, the NIV Thinline Bible, Compact invites you to linger over, engage with, and deeply
explore God's Word. Expertly designed for the New International Version (NIV) text, Comfort Print delivers a smooth
reading experience that complements the most widely read contemporary-English Bible translation.
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NIV Thinline Bible Compact Pink and Brown, Imitation Leather BRAND NEW!!! See more like this Niv Giant Print
Compact Bible by Zondervan Staff , Italian Duo Tone Leather.

7: NIV Thinline Bible, Compact (Imitation Leather, Purple - Case of 36)
Niv Thinline Bible Compact found in: NIV Thinline Bible/Compact (Comfort Print)-Black/Gray Leathersoft,
Span-NIV*Thinline Bible/Compact-Purple/Gray DuoTone, Span-NIV*Thinline Bible/Compact-Pink/Charcoal DuoTone,
Span-NIV*Thinline.
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Price includes personalization as shown in the second pictureMeasures appx x x.9Compact Bible/ Compact PrintBible
retails for $**Personalization is done with a Kingsley Hot Stamp Engraver.
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Shop for lightweight and portable Bibles at Mardel. These compact and thinline Bibles make excellent travel
companions.
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